The configurational Theorem of Miquel has analogous significance in inversive planes as the Theorem of Pappus in projective planes.
An inversive (Möbius) plane is an incidence structure I = (iP, © , z), such that for every point Pe J> , the internal structure I is an affine plane and whose blocks are called
In the fundamental paper on the axiomatios of the geometry of circles [2] van der Waerden and Smid proved that an inversive plane is miquelian (satisfies the Theorem of Miguel) if, and only if, it can be represented by a quadratic extension of a commutative field (or it is an ovoldal plane 1(6), with 6 a non-ruled quadria in a 3-dimensional geometry over a commutative field).
There are different formulations of the configurational proposition known as the Theorem of
We call "configuration of Miquel" the set of eight points Av A2, A3, A4, B.|, B2, B^, B4 and six circles c.,, c2> c^, 04, °A' C B in an inversive plane, such that:
Cj_ is incident with Alt Bit Ai+1, Bi+1 with the subscripts taken mod 4; cA is incident with A^, A2, A^, A^j oB is incident with B1, B?, B,, B.. There are known two classes of finite inversive planes M(q) and S(q), which are isomorphic to an egglike inversive plane 1(6), where 6 is non-ruled qusdric in P(3,q) and ovoid t(n>) respectively ([1], 2,4). We investigate in [7] the realisation of the configuration M^ in finite non-miquelian inversive planes S(q). In that paper we call "Little Theorem of Hiquel", Here we shall investigate the realization of the other 
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